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Abstract: In this  work, we aim to remedy one  o f it s  s h ortcomings  Mean shift (MS) algorithm, which

like other gradient ascent optimization methods , is  des igned  t o  fin d  lo cal modes . An efficient MS

procedure that uses  the flexible kernels  based on the normalized Metric dá Dis t a n c e  T ra n s form is

pro p o s e d  a n d  tes ted. The target shape which defines  the dá Dis tance Transform is  found based on

wavelet transform a s  feature vector extraction and Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) class ifier to

differentiate tracke d  t arget from background. This  replaces  the more usual Epanechnikov kernel (E-

kernel), improving target representatio n  a n d localization without increas ing the process ing time,

minimizing the s imilarity measure us ing the Bhattacharya coefficient. The algorithm is  tes ted on

several image sequences  and shown to achieve robus t and reliable frame-rate tracking.

Key words: Object tracking, dá Dis ta n c e  Transform, Mean Shift, wavelet transform, Relevance

Vector Machine (RVM), Bhattacharyya coefficient, Epanechnikov kernel.

INTRODUCTION

Real-time  o b ject tracking is  the critical task in many Computer vis ion applications  such as  surveillance,

perceptual user interfaces , augmented rea lit y , s mart rooms, object-based video compress ion, and driver

ass is tance.

Two major co mponents  can be dis tinguished in a typical Visual tracker. Target Representation and

Localization is  mos tly a bottom-up process  which has  also  t o  cope with the changes  in the appearance of the

target. Filtering and Data Association is  mos tly a top-down process  d e a ling with the dynamics  of the tracked

ob je c t ,  le a rning of scene priors , and evaluation of different hypotheses . The way the two components  are

combined and weighted is  application dependent and plays  a decis ive role in the robus tness  and efficiency of

t he tracker. For example, face tracking in a crowded scene relies  more on target representation than  o n  t a rg e t

dynamics , while  in  a e rial video surveillance, the target motion and the ego-motion of the camera are the more

importa n t  c o mp o n e n t s . Therefore, it is  des irable to ensure that the tracker is  as  efficient as  poss ible. Kernel-

based dens ity es timation techniques  for Computer v is io n  h as  attracted a great deal of attention. One example

is  the mean shift (MS) t e c h n ique which has  been applied to image segmentation, visual tracking, etc.

(Georgescu, B., I. Sh ims h o ni, 2003)–(Modify Kernel Tracking Using an Efficient Color Model and Active,

2009) . MS is  a versatile nonparametric dens ity analys is  tool introduced in (Fukunaga, K. a n d  L.D. Hostetler,

1975) –(Comaniciu, D. and P . M e e r, 2002) . In essence, it is  an iterative mode detection algorithm in the

dens ity dis tribution space.

The MS algorithm mo v e s  t o  a  kernel-weighted average of the observations  within a smoothing window.

This  computation is  repeated until convergence is  attained at a local dens ity mode. This  way the dens ity modes

can be elegantly located without explicitly es timating the dens ity. Cheng (1995) notes  that MS is  fundamentally

a gradient ascent algorithm with an adaptive s tep s ize. Fashing and Tomasi (Fash ing, M. and C. Tomasi, 2005)

show the connection between MS and the Newton–Raphson algorithm. They also discover that MS is  actually

a quadratic bound optimization both for s tationary and evolving sample sets . MS is  als o afixed -point iteration

procedure. Since Comaniciu et al. (2003) firs t  introduced MS -based object tracking, it has  proven to be a

promising alternative to popular particle altering b a s e d  trackers (Zhou, S., R. Chellappa and B. Moghaddam,

2003) ,(Arn a u d , E.,  E. M emin, 2005). A number of improvements  to the method have been reported in the

literature. In (Collins , R., 2003), the selection of kernel scale via linear search is  discussed. El- gammal et al.
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(2003) reformulat e s  t h e  t racking framework as  a gen- eral form of joint feature-spatial dis tributions  (Modify

Kernel Tracking Using an Efficient Color M o d el and Active, 2009). Compared with the approach of Comaniciu

et al., the advantage is  that spatial s tructure information of the tracked region is  incorporated. In (Kernel-Based

Object Tracking W ith Multiple Features -Amir Babaeean, 2009), multiple spatia lly  d is tributed kernels  are

adopted to accurately capture changes  in the target’s  orientation and scale. Another approach is  developed in

(Zivkovic, Z. and B. Krose, 2004)  for the same purpose. Furthermore, Fan et al. (2005) present a theoretical

analys is  of the s imilarity measure and arrive at a criterion, leading to kernel des ign s trategies  wit h  p re v e ntion

of s ingularity in kern e l v is u a l t racking. All the above mentioned trackers  adopt MS or s imilar optimization

s trategies . Despite succ e s s fu l a p plications , MS trackers  require that the displacement of the tracked target in

consecutive frames  to be small because the  s e a rc h  is  in it ialized by the detected location of the target in the

previous  frame. Larger inter- frame displacements  will lead the tracker to become trapped in spurious  locations

in the multimodal dens ity dis tribution space because MS is  a local optimization method. So in many s ituations ,

however, we seek the global mode o f a  d e n s ity function. The s tandard MS tracker assumes  that the

in it ia lization point falls  within the bas in of attraction of the des ired mode. On the other hand, in bas ic  M S

algorithm, the feature his togram-based target representations  are regularized by spatial masking with a descent

isotropic kernel. In mos t ins tances , the target does  not have radial symmetry, so the use of a E-kernel includes

foreground as  background, or background as  foreground pixels , o r b o t h . So  non-included target pixels  are

weighted. Hence, the local and global modes  may not correspond and the  t ra cker is  likely to fail. The main

contribution of the paper is  to introduce a new framework for efficient tra c kin g  of nonrigid objects . W e show

that how such a kernel-based object tracking algorithm can be improved by us ing a kernel based on the dá

Dis tance Transform. W avelet transform as  powerful tool is  used to obtain feature vector on the targe t  in  firs t

frame to train Re le v a n c e  Ve c t or Machine (RVM). The central of target localization in each frame is  es timated

by MS and then RVM is  applied to differentiate the t a rg e t  fro m background. W eighting of segmented target

pixels  is  done by metric Dis tance Transform wh ic h  is  u sed to es timate of target localization for next frame.

W e present experiments  that demons trate the superior performance of this  approach  in comparison with the

bas ic MS algorithm or us ing self-RVM class ifier (2008) by measuring accuracy, robu s t n e s s  a n d s tability. The

re ma inder of the paper is  organized as  follows . Section 2 explains  the kernel dens ity es timating and me a n s

s h ift  a n alys is . 3 describe the wavelet transform which is  used as  extraction of feature space for target an d

candidates  mode l. Relevance Vector Machine class ifier is  explained in Section 4. Section 5 introduces  metric

dis tan c e  t ra nsforms . Section 6 explains  the experimental settings  and the experimental results  will be reported.

Finally, a conclus ion and discuss ion are presented in Section 7.

Kernel Density Estimation:

Motion of the target in t wo  s e q u e n t ial s ingle images  describe with good approximation us ing mean shift

algorithm Comaniciu et al. (2003). At the firs t s tage, we make  a  mo d e l o f t he target us ing weighing

His togram, which exploits  both color and location data. The region of target is  supposed as  e lliptic in the firs t

frame then points  ins ide of elliptic are no rma lized to unit circle with 0 center. Marginal pixels  are less

important than central pixels  because they are influenced by occlus ion and interference with background. In

order to cons ider this  importance, we allocate a weight to each pixel based upon dis tance of that pixel from

center. Therefore weighing His togram is  obtained as  below:

  (1)

W here  b  function  relates   corresponding  index to each pixel. K is  a convex, uniformly d e c re a s in g  and

isotropic function. C cons tant is  defined in order to provide               . W e search an elliptical region in

new frame on which is  mos t s imilar to targeted one. W e search our target in new frame a ro u n d  t h e  t arget

location in previous  frame and es timate mos t s imila rit ie s  a s  new location of the target because target motion

in two sequential frames  is  not cons iderable. This  exha u s t iv e  s earch is  time consuming, so utilizing of proper

recurs ive algorithm is  recommended. W e should cons ider another parameter other than target location.

This  parameter is  object scale (h) which modifies  elliptic s ize in each frame. W e define s imilarity criteria
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for comparing two His tograms. In this  paper we use Bhattacharya dis tance which defined below:

  (2)

If in  p re v io u s  frame target location      and target scale h are, in current frame s imilarity of His togram

around      will be calculated through Taylor expans ion:

  (3)

Let                 be the normalized pixel locations  in the current frame. Us ing the same kernel profile k (x),

but with bandwidth h, the probability of the future u=1…m in the target candidate is  given by

  (4)

Recalling (4) result in

  (5)

W here

  (6)

W e should maximize second term in (5) in order to have maximum s imilarity.

W e cons ider this  term as  Kernel es timation k (x) of a  probability density function and also use mean shift

algorithm for calculating maximum of this  equation. In this  algorithm current location moved to the new one

as  below:

  (7)

2-1 Background-Weighted Histogram:

The b a c kg ro u nd information is  important for at leas t two reasons . Firs t, if some of the target features  are

also present in the background; their relevance for the localization of the target is  diminished. Second, in many

applications , it is  difficult to exactly delineate the target, and its  model might contain backg ro u n d  fe a tures  as

well. At the same time, the improper use of the background information may affect the scale selection

algorithm, making imposs ible to measure s imilarity cross  scales , hence, to determine the appropriate target

scale . A  g o o d  a p p ro a ch is  to derive a s imple representation of the background features  and to use it for

selecting only the salient parts  from the representations  of the target model a n d  t a rg e t  candidates  Comaniciu

et al. (2003).
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Let                                               be  t h e  d is c re t e  re p re s e n t a t io n  (h is t o g ra m) o f t h e  b a c kground in

t h e feature space and      be its  smalles t nonzero entry. This  representation is  computed in  a  re g io n  a ro u n d

the target. The extent o f t h e  region is  application dependent and we used an area equal to three times  the

target area. The weights :

  (8)

are s imilar in concept to the ratio h is t o g ram computed for back projection (Swain, M. and D. Ballard, 1991)

. However, in our case, these weights  are o n ly  e mployed to define a transformation for the representations  of

the target model and candidates . The transformation diminishes  the imp o rt a n c e  o f those features  which have

ulow v , i.e., are prominent in the background. The new target model representation is  then defined by:

  (9)

Compare with (2) s imilarly, the new target candidate representation is : 

  (10)

The target localization algorithm is  described as  follow:

1- Calculate the target model                 and its  pos ition      in firs t frame.

2- Calculate                      and compute                      in current frame.

3- Obtain the weight wi us ing (6).

4- Finding the new target location us ing (7).

5- If                     Stop otherwise              and go to s tep 1.

3. Wavelet Transform:

3.1. Overview of the Wavelet Transform:

Unlike the Fourier transform, in which bas is  functions  are s inusoids  and redundant, the wavelet transforms

are based on short-duration waves , called wavelets , of different frequency and res tricted duration. This

characteris tic makes  them a favorable choice to provide us  with th e  frequency as  well as  temporal information

for a given s ignal (Rafael, C. Gonzalez, Richard E. W oods , 2002) . They can absolutely be impleme n t e d  u s in g

multi-resolutio n  t e c hniques  (Mallat, S., ) . The advantage of such an approach is  that some features  which

might not be detected at one resolution may be found at some other resolutions . The  2-D Fast Wavelet

Transform (FW T) result in four sub-band images  in each level where, dH, dV, dD denote the approximation,

horizontal detail, vertical detail, and diagonal detail sub-band images  parameters , respectively(Airplane detection

and tracking us ing wavelet features  and SVM , 2009) . The s ize of each of t h e  fo u r s u b -b a n d  images  is  half

of that of the input image.

3.2. Wavelets Coefficients from Each Channel:
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As our firs t s tep, we divide ima g e in firs t frame and other frames  (incoming frames) which localized by

mean shift procedure into its  three RGB channels . In the firs t resolution level, we apply 4th level Daubechies ’s

wavelet in each RGB channel to get images  of 240×320 pixels . Images  contain approximation, horizontal

detail, vertical detail, and diagonal detail. A s imilar pro cedure is  applied on 240×320 approximation image for

each RGB c h annel get next images  of 120×160 pixels . Fig. 1 shows how four sub-images  with s ize of

120×160 are obtained from R channel of original image. W e also use this  method for G and B channels . As

our final s tep depicted in Fig.1, we have twelve sub-images  with s ize of 120×160 for each color image. Here

we obtain a fea t u re  v e c t o r wit h  s ize of 19,200 to train an RVM class ifier which is  discussed in the following

section.

4. Relevance Vector Machine 4.1. RVM for Classification:

A s  me ntioned extraction of tracked target in rectangular region is  done by trained RVM class ifie r wh ic h

defines  as  following:

  (11)

iW here K(X; X  ) is  a kernel function, effectively defining one bas is  fu n c t io n  fo r e ach example in the training

set. Relevance v e c tor machine (RVM) is  a Bayes ian framework for achieving the sparse linear model . In

s p a rse model, the majority of theW's  are zero. The spars ity of model is  based on a hierarchical prior, where

an independent Gauss ian prior is  defined on the weight parameters  in the firs t level:

  (12)

1 2 NW here á = ( á  ,  á  , . . .á  )  is  a vector cons is ting of N hyper parameters . An independent Gamma hyper prior

is  used for the variance parameters  in the second level:

  (13)

W here  á  and  b  a re  c o n s tants . The key point of this  method is  us ing the maximum a pos teriori (MAP)

ins tead  of  maximum  likelihood  (ML)  for  the  W eight  es timation.  Given  the  N   pairs  of training data

                  the  dataset  likelihood  is   defined  by  applying  the   logis tic   s ig mo id    link  function

                                      adopting the Bernoulli dis tribution for P (t� X):

(14)

l iW here class  label is  denoted by t  �{0,1}. T h e  p arameters  w  are then obtained by maximizing the pos terior

dis tribution of the class  labels  given the input vectors  with respect to prior information. For this  maximiza t io n,

a numerical method is  sugges ted as  follows:

MP1. For the current, fixed á , values  of, the mos t probable’ weight s  W  are found, giving the location of the

mode of the pos terior dis tribution.

Since P ( W � t,á )� P(t � W ) P( W � á) this  is  equivalent to finding the maximum, over W, of:

  (15)

W ith
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2. Laplace’s  method is  s imply a quadratic approximatio n  t o the log-pos terior around its  mode. The quantity

(eq. 15) is  differentiated twice to give:

  (16)

W here

MPThe pos terior is  approximated around W  by a Gauss ian approximation with Covariance:

  (17)

And mean

  (18)

3. Us ing the s tatis tics  � and μ of the approximation, the hyper parameters  á are updated as  follows:

  (19)

i iW here μ  is  the i-th pos terior mean weight from (19) and                       wh ic h  N  is  the i-th diagonali

element of �. Since computing the μ and � based on above mentioned s t e p s  t a kes  so much time, we use

incremental DFT-RVM for s implicity on implementation.
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Fig. 1: Mechanism used to get the wavelet coefficients  for training

4.2. RVM Initialization and Train:

In the firs t frame, we draw an ellipse around the des ired object in ord e r t o  separate the target from its

surrounding background. The region of target is  obtained as  an ellipse at our firs t frame of image, then the

points  ins ide the ellipse are labeled with one and points  outs ide are labeled whit zero as  depicted in Fig2. This

result s  in a binary class ification problem which can appropriately be solved us ing RVM class ifier. W e train

RVM network with features  vectors , d e riv e d from the firs t image as  previous ly described in Section 2.2.

(Tipping, M.E., A. Faul, 2003) 

Fig. 2: (a) Original image in the firs t frame. (b) Region of the target is  obtained as  an e llip t ic  fo r training

of RVM class ifier.

5. Using a Kernel Based on the Metric Distance Transform:

The equivalence of the mean shift procedure to gradient ascent on the s imilarity function holds  for kernels

that are radially symmetric, non-neg a t ive, non-increasing and piecewise continuous  over the profile (Cheng,

Y.Z., 1995) . A radially symmetric kernel can be described by a 1D profile rather than a 2D (or higher order)

image. The usual choice for K is  the optimal Epanechnikov kern e l (E-ke rn e l) that has  a uniform derivative of

G=1 which is

also computationally s imple. However, in tracking an object through a video sequence and applying the me a n

shift algorit h m t o  mo v e  t h e pos ition of the target window, the bounds  of the domain R2 are altered on each

success ive applic a t io n  o f t h e  algorithm. In mos t ins tances , the target does  not have radial symmetry, so the

use of a E-kernel includes  foreground as  background, or background as  foreground pixels , or both. Depending

o n  t h e  s h ifting of pixels  between background and foreground, and on the s imilarity of the two color

dis tributions  (in a wors t case the background has  s imilar pro p e rt ie s  to the target), then multiple modes  are

formed in the pdf. In this  case local and global modes  don't correspond and the tracker is  likely to fall.

Therefore, our contribution is  to use a dis tance transform (DT), matched to the shape of the tracked object,

as  a kernel fu n c t io n . A lt hough this  kernel does  not change shape through the sequence, it can change s ize,

scaling as  th e  s u b je c t  e xp a n d s  or contracts  in the camera field of view. For the DT each foreground pixel is

given a value that is  a  me a sure of the dis tance to the neares t edge pixel. The edge and background pixels  are

aset to zero. W e use the normalized Metric d  dis tance

Transform (MDDT) rather than the true Euclidean dis tance and isotropic descent kernel, as  it is  an efficient

approximation (A Dis tance Transformation for Kernel based Object Tracking-Saeed, 2009) , as  shown in Fig.3.

The MDDT kernel better represents  the color dis tribution of the tracked target, yet  retains  the more reliable

centre weighting of the radially symmetric kernels .

Let P be a binary picture (defined on grid G) in which

(20)

aAre proper subsets  of G. For any grid me t ric  d , dis tance transform of P associates  with every pixel p  of

a<P> the d  dis tance from p  to <P >.W e assume t h a t  p ixe ls  o f the background component (i.e., containing all

4 8pixels  outs ide of the rectangular region G) all have value 0. The d  or d  dis tance transform of p  can be

computed by performing a series  of local operations  while Scanning  G  t wice. For any p�G let B(p)  be the set

of pixels  (4-or 8- ) adjacent to p  that precedes  p  when G is  scanned in s tandard order:

If p  has  coordinates  (x,y),B contains  (x,y + 1) and (x - 1,y), and if we use 8-adjacency it also contains

(x - 1,y + 1) and (x + 1,y + 1). For firs t scan we have
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a 4 8Fig. 3: Metric d  dis tances  transform. (a) Binary image, (b) d  dis tance transform, After firs t  s c an, (c) d

4 8dis tance transform after the firs t scan, (d) d  dis tance  t ra n s fo rm a ft er the second scan and (e) d

dis tance transform after the second scan.

(21)

Co mp u te f1(p)  for all p�G in a s ingle s tandard scan of G; for each p , f1  has  already been c o mp u t e d  fo r

all of the qs in B(p)  , if p  is  on the top  ro w o r in  t h e  le ft  c o lumn of G, some of these qs are outs ide G with

f1  = 0

And for second scan we have:

(22)

Compute f2 (p)  for all p�G  in a s in g le  reverse s tandard (i.e., right-to-left, bottom-to-top) scan of G (each

p , f2 has  already been computed for all of the qs in A(p) or is  known because they are outs ide of G).

8In this  work, d  transform is  applied to the target which separated from the background by RVM class ifier.

This  weighting can increase the accuracy and robus tness  of representation of the pdf’s  as  the targ e t  mo v e s ,

excluding the peripheral pixels  that occur within a radially symmetric window. Applying the MDDT kernel
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to the region of interes t, an d  weighting the colour dis tributions  accordingly, we determine whether the

exclus ion of the erroneous  bac kg ro u nd pixels , for example, from the dens ity Estimate of the target, and giving

increased weighting to those more reliable pixe ls  t o wa rd s  the centre, will outweigh the poss ibility of forming

false modes . Of course, although the MDDT may produce false modes , this  also occurs  with radially symmetric

kernels  due to badly defined dens ities . As  the scale of the target may change, the s ize of the Kernel is  adapted

accordingly. W hen the exact location of the target is  found, we measure the s imilarity criterion for three values

prev opt newh =[.9 1 1.1]× h  and its  maximum is  named h  . h  (Scale for current frame) is  computed as  bellow:

(23)

new The bes t result, h yielding the larges t Bhattacharyya coefficient is  retained.

In a p p ly in g  t h e  MDDT kernel to the mean shift procedure, due to the object shape changes  in the long

or short term, we have two options . Firs t we can define the MDDT on the bas is  of the firs t frame, and u se

this  for the whole sequence. Seco n d  we  can segment the subsequent frame and apply a different kernel

weighting. The algorithm described above applies  to the firs t option, which is  used for the experimental results

in the next section. To modify or update for each model frame , fo r e xa mp le, the segmentation and MDDT

computation code is  included ins ide  t h e  outer repeat-until loop. Otherwise, the iterative algorithm that we use

to tes t and compare the respective kernels  is  the same as  that defined in reference Comaniciu et al. (2003):

Define target centric, y0, in first frame.

Use wavelet transform as feature extraction

Train the Relevance Vector Machine (R VM) algorithm Compute ( n o rmalized) MDD T-k ernel form model

histogram, q, in color space

Repeat

Fetch next frame

Repeat

Compute candidate histogram p (y0) in color

Space using MDDT-k ernel

Find next location y1 of candidate compute error

, e = y1 - y0

Set y0 = y1

Until e � å , an error threshold or maximum

Iteration reached

y0 is the new location

Until (end of input sequence)

Adaptive kernels  have also been us ed by Porikli and Tuzel (2003). Like our approach, their algorithm does

not maintain fully the mean-shift convergence conditions . However, the MDDT presented here satis fies  it partly

with its  decreas ing Pro file. Practical tes ts  show that even if theoretical convergence conditions  are not fully

satis fied, convergence is  achieved.

6. Experimental Results:

In this  section, we present the evaluation of the mod ifie d mean shift object tracking us ing the MDDT-

kernel in comparison with th e  ra d ia lly  s y mmetric E-kernel. W e track moving objects , a s tatic object with a

moving camera and a combination of the two. All the tes ts  were carried out o n  a  Pe ntium 4 CPU 3.60 GHz

with 1GB RAM. So that it would be reasonable to assume a cons iderab le  in c re a s e  in process ing speed if re-

implemented with more advanced sets . In the firs t experiment, we compare the tracking of a  mo v in g  c a r in

a  v id e o sequence that includes  350 frames  of 480´ 640 pixels , comparing the normal E-kernel with t h e  M DDT

kernel. Fig.4 shows the value of iteration computed for each frame . In Fig.5 dis tance function which calculated

b y  the Bhattacharyya coefficient (Eq. 2) is  presented. The peak in the E-kernel data is  0.636 wh ic h  in c re a s e s

to the 0.7 in  M DDT. Fig.6 (a) and (b) show some examples , frames  1, 35, 60 and 75, from the whole

sequence. In  fra me  60 some of the original car is  s till contained within the window, but after the 75nd frame,

the car is  los t completely in Fig.6 (a), as  the tracker finally latches  on to a n o t h e r c ross ing car. This

demons trates  that the inclus io n  o f the background of the tracked car (in this  case another car) includes  pixels

that are s imilar in color space, so that the a lg o rit h m fa ils  to identify the correct dis tribution in succeeding

fra me s  a n d  h ence follows  the wrong target. Fig.7 shows the s imilarity surfaces  made by candidate models  in

frame 52 with E-kernel and MDDT kernel, respectively. Initial point is  center of target model in frame o f 48
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and extend of s imulation is  60×60.

Fig. 4: Iteration Value for selected Frames

Fig. 5: The Bhattacharya dis tance values , for the cross ing car
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Fig. 6: Tracking the cross ing car

Fig. 7: The s imilarity surfaces  (values  of the Bhattacharyya coefficie n t) for frame 52. The initial points  and

convergence points  are shown. (a) The result from the E-kernel. (b) The resu lt  from the MDDT-

kernel.

In terms  of complexity, computed from 20 executions  of the program, the average selected frames  per

s e c o n d  of the MDDT kernel and the E-kernel are 12.36 and 17.27 respectively, while This  time length to 24.52

when trained RVM is  u s e d  fo r target tracking (2008).The maximum numbers  of iterations  within a s ingle frame

are 14 and 20, respectively. The average t ime s  p e r frame are roughly comparable because although the speed

of convergence is  quicker with the MDDT-kernel, additional process ing is  re q u ired to segment the target

window, in order to get more robus t and accurate tracking. To further tes t the robus tness  of the MDDT-kernel

algorithm and convergence properties , the contras t of input selected frames  is  in c re a s ed which can result by

different environment illumination. (Fig.8). From Table 1, which shows quantitative results ,  t h e  M DDT  kernel

a lg o rithm needs  on average only 7.6 iterations  to converge to the optimal result, but the E - kernel n e e d s  14

iterations  on  average. Again, the greater complexity of computing the MDDT kernel is  balanced by the greatly

re d u c e d  number of iterations , so the process ing speed per frame is  comparable. As  it shown s e lf-RVM

class ifier among three methods  has  mos t consuming time.

Fig. 8: (a) Original image. (b) Intens it y  o f p ixe ls  in selected frame is  increased which can result by different

environment illumination.

Table 1: Comparison results of consuming time in three methods

Method Average iterations CPU time (sec./frame)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

max min mean

E-kernel 14 0.4505 0.3 104 0.3804

RVM - 0.7634 0.5812 0.6723

Proposed Method 7.6 0.4240 0.2904 0.3572
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Fig. 9: A n  e xa mp le for tracking. (a) W e show four frames  from a 250-frame long sequenc e . (b ) T h e

corresponding confidence map. W e track a blue car that is  undergoing rotations  and partial occlus ions .

The sequence was  take n with a hand-held camera. (c) Result obtained by employing morphological

operation.

Conclusions:

W e have described the implementation of a scaling, normalized Metric~~8 d is t a n ce kernel as  a weighting

and cons training function applied to the mean  s h ift tracking algorithm that maximizes  the s imilarity between

model and candidate dis tributions  in color space. The tracked target for weightin g  is  d iffe rentiated from

background by RVM class ifie r in  e ach frame. This  work uses  4th level Daubechies ’s  wavelet in each RGB

channel to extract feature vector. In comparison with the E-kernel, used as  exemplar of a ra d ia lly symmetric

function, application of the reject false nodes  those are caused by the inclus ion of changing background pixels .

The p ro c e s s in g time is  sufficiently small for real time operation, as  the added cos t of foreground-background

separation is  offset by the more rapid finding of the correct mode. The results  presented on a number of video

sequences  show that the MDDT-kernel algorithm performs  well in terms  of improved s tability, accuracy and

robus tness  on camera motion and partial occlus ions .
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